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The Olympians The Olympians are
a group of 12 gods who ruled after
the overthow of the Titans. All the
Olympians are related in some
way. They are named after their.
Zeus / ˈ zj uː s / (Ancient Greek:
Ζεύς, Zeús, ; Modern Greek:
Δίας, Días) is the sky and thunder
god in ancient Greek religion, who
ruled as king of the. Greek
mythology is the body of myths
and teachings that belong to the
ancient Greeks, concerning their
gods and heroes, the nature of the
world, and the origins and. ZEUS.
Zeus was the youngest son of
Cronus (a titan) and Rhea, he was
the supreme ruler of Mount
Olympus and of the Pantheon of
gods who lived there.
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INFORMATION ABOUT THE GREEK GOD ZEUS Thousands of years ago many people believed in a god named Zeus. He was considered to be the god of the
sky and.
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